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About Us
Future Green Cleaning ltd is a family run business with a huge passion and motivation towards 
supporting the green renewable energy shift that is happening all around the world. 

We provide our clients with the highest standard professional solar panel cleaning services, carried out 
by our fully qualified friendly solar clean technicians. 

We are fully kitted out with the latest X-line water filtration system and long reach pole system to ensure 
that your panels are left with a mirror finish and remain at the ultimate efficiency levels post clean. 

Our technicians are also trained to provide high quality mesh guard installs to your system. Not only does 
this deter bird mess from building up on the face of the panel but also ensures the safety of your panel’s 
underside electrical connections from our feathered friends and ultimately also protects them from getting 
caught up in an electrical wiring harness. 

We are excited about the future of green energy and our ongoing prime objective is to support the UK’s 
shift to solar energy capture and storage by keeping your installs clean and efficient which reduces our 
carbon footprint and slows the effects of climate change.



Services
When engaging with Future Green Cleaning, you can rest assured the service will be completely professional. 
We use the latest XLine technology, meaning we can carry out an extremely high level of cleaning, whether from 
ground level or roof height. 

In the instance that we are required to go on your roof, for cleaning or any other service, our staff have completed 
‘Working at Heights’ safety training with the reputable ‘BeAccredited’ health and safety accreditation. This ensures 
all work, whether ground level or roof height, will be carried out to the highest standard.

We offer the following services:

➢ Solar Panel Cleaning (using our XLine System)

➢ Bird Mesh Guard Protection Installation

➢ Gutter Cleaning (using our high powered Gutter Vac)

➢ Conservatory Cleaning

We guarantee a friendly, clean and tidy service and pride ourselves
on our reputation for being prompt, punctual and professional.



Why Clean Solar Panels?
Protecting your wise investment into a green solar energy capture and storage system is as     
important to us as it is to you. 

Put simply if you don’t clean your panels, the system total efficiency will start to drop. 
The longer you leave it the faster the build-up occurs. 

We recommend an annual cleaning schedule to maintain optimum efficiency. 
If your panels have accumulated a very heavy build up, then you may run the risk of permanently 
damaging your panels especially with acidic substances such as bird mess. 

Furthermore, if the equipment used to remove 
debris was not designed for the panels specifically, 
for example, a generic firm brush and hose 
or high-pressure washing equipment, you are 
imminently running the risk of permanent irreversible
damage.



Do I Need Bird Mesh Protection?
Bird Mesh Protection is used to prevent Pigeons from nesting underneath the solar panels on your roof. 

We advise anyone who has solar panels to have bird mesh protection installed as a barrier against this problem.                         
The spaces under Solar panels make it the perfect place for pigeons to take refuge.

This can lead to pigeons gathering on your rooftop, creating endless unsightly mess and potentially damaging the wiring 
to the solar panels themselves.

By installing bird mesh protection you are also protecting your Solar Panels and your Green Energy Investment. This 
prevents pigeons from nesting under your Solar panels, without impacting the panels warranty.

At Future Green Cleaning, we use two types of Mesh Guard, depending on the type of Solar Panel you have installed at 
your property. The difference of bird mesh is solely down to whether there is a lip on the underside of the panel..

1) Black PVC Coated Bird Mesh - used on 95% of installations, clipped via premium solarguard mesh clips.
2) Solar Guard Solar Spike - Ideal for solar panels that do not have a lip on the underside.



Gutter Cleaning
Looking to clear your gutters? 

Do you have a heavy build-up of moss or a mini rain forest forming rendering your gutters useless? 

Then Future Green Cleaning is here to help. Using our high power 3000-watt X-line Gutter Vacuum the grime 
doesn’t stand a chance and we can clear your gutters with ease. With a long reach carbon pole system of up to 
30 meters we can confidently clean your gutters up to 3 stories high from ground level. 

Why should you get your gutters cleaned? 

Putting it simply, to keep the outside drainage system of your                                                                        home 
working, you need clear guttering channels from the roof                                                                           to the 
floor. 

If your gutters are blocked, rainwater can overflow and run down                                                                       the 
walls of your home. This in some cases can then cause water to                                                                      to 
seep into your home through wall cavities and gaps in brickwork.

Leaving a leak like that for too long can potentially damage your                                                                         
home’s structure, which can be very costly to repair.



Conservatory Cleaning

Future Green cleaning are proud to offer the home conservatory cleaning service. 

Our technicians can bring back to life your dull whites or roof to a gleaming finish. 

Conservatory Roof Clean includes: ¬ 

- External Roof Areas, Rafters, Ridges, Finials & End Caps 

- Cleaning Outside of Polycarbonate or Glass Roof

How often should Conservatories be cleaned? 

We would recommend once a year to maintain a great finish 

as In Spring/Summer after the heavy winter months they can 

look dull and reduce natural light to the interior. 



Commercial Enquiries 

Future Green Cleaning are proud to offer commercial units with a solar panel cleaning service. 

We love a solar farm or business that’s trying to reduce their carbon footprint. 

Due to the various added complexities of commercial solar systems, we can provide a bespoke quotation      
after a complimentary site visit with our senior technicians.

This allows us to assess all relevant information required to carry out the clean safely and efficiently to the 
highest standards.

We are fully insured to carry out commercial cleaning                                                                                          
and our technicians are fully harness trained as well as                                                                               
completing all working at heights training.

Please contact the office for further details.



Accreditations

‘CHAS’

Future Green Cleaning is an accredited contractor with ‘CHAS’. A professional body created to uphold best 
practice within the support chain management services. CHAS helps clients and its contractors to recognise and 
ensure compliance across the different areas of risk management, and mitigate risks.

‘BeAccredited’ and ‘PQS’

Future Green Cleaning is a qualified member of ‘BeAccredited’ and ‘PQS’ approved, to ensure compliance with 
health and safety while working at heights, although using the latest X-Line systems enables us to cover most of 
our services at ground level. We also have tailored business insurance allowing our staff to work up to a height of 
15 meters.



Memberships
We are proud to announce that Future Green Cleaning are members of both Which? Trusted Traders and TrustATrader.

The Which? name is recognised and trusted by many consumers. Which? Trusted Traders recognises reputable traders in the home 
improvement industry. The aim is to raise the standards of the trade industry for consumers, by setting a benchmark that is expected 
of all traders to meet before becoming endorsed. All traders who successfully pass the Which? assessment process become a 
Which? Trusted Trader.

Future Green Cleaning is also proud to be part of the ‘Working together in Hertfordshire’ endorsement.

TrustATrader is the UK's trusted online trade directory.

If you're looking to get a job done properly, you want to find a trader you can trust to do a good job for a fair price. TrustATrader 
allows you to quickly find a tradesperson in your area who can be trusted to provide a high standard of work.

We at Future Green Cleaning take pride in our work, are skilled in our trade, and have a selection of previously satisfied customers.

Click on the links below to check us out at:

Which? Trusted Traders
TrustATrader

https://trustedtraders.which.co.uk/businesses/future-green-cleaning-ltd/
https://www.trustatrader.com/traders/future-green-cleaning-ltd-solar-panel-cleaning-hoddeson-and-waltham-cross


Future Green Cleaning Ltd
 Tel:  0203 006 8410

info@futuregreencleaning.co.uk

Office 4, Lurashell Business Centre
Marsh Lane, Ware

Hertfordshire
SG12 9QL

www.futuregreencleaning.co.uk

CONTACT

http://www.futuregreencleaning.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/futuregreencleaning/
https://www.facebook.com/futuregreencleaning/
https://twitter.com/future_g_clean

